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ABOUT OUR COLOUR RANGE
All of the colours seen in this brochure are available
to order in any of our paint products. These
products are suitable for application onto PVCu,
plastic, glass, GRP, metal and wood.

Our standard colour range has been inspired by an
array of natural forms that the Earth has produced.
These forms include rocks, minerals, crystals and gems.
The colours we have chosen for this exclusive collection
have been inspired by the visual characteristics and
physical purposes of these beautiful wonders, from
both Earth and Nature. Whilst many of these forms are
best known for their spiritual and healing properties,
there is also a lot of science involved in the way these
objects are formed, which is similar to our paint, as many
different elements and scientific knowledge have been
used to form and create our unique paint products.
Over time these buried treasures are naturally formed
and all have many different properties. Most crystals are
known to have healing properties and many minerals
and metals we find in rocks have been essential to
human civilization.

Modern technology, and our society as a whole, depends
upon rocks and minerals as raw materials, whilst gems have
been prized since antiquity for adornment and as symbols
of status and wealth.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the
colour’s seen in this brochure, variations may occur.
When ordering any colour, please specify both the colour
code and name.

Random
Fact’s:
Amethyst’s
purple
hues
have long made it a symbol of purity and
royalty for rulers, clergymen, and the wealthy.
Malachite was used by the Ancient Egyptians in
jewellery pieces and was sometimes grounded
up to make cosmetics, whilst in the Middle
Ages, parents attached it to their children’s
beds to ward off evil spirits and witches.

*Please note these are metallic finishes

100 Chalk White

105 Halite White

110 Moonstone

115 Marble

120 Sandstone

125 Rose Quartz

130 Cerussite

140 Gypsum Halite

145 Sanidine

150 Honey Onyx

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

160 Clay

170 Gold*

180 Yellow Opal

185 Sulphur Yellow

190 Amber

200 Morganite

220 Coral

240 Tangerine Quartz

260 Carnelian Orange

270 Mandarin Orange

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

300 Zincite

310 Corundum

320 Cinnabar Red

330 Red Topaz

340 Andesine

350 Poppy Jasper

360 Cuprite

370 Garnet Red

400 Ruby Pink

420 Bright Amethyst

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

430 Purple Fluorite

440 Purple Jasper

460 Lilac Quartz

500 Larimar

505 Amazonite

510 Aqua Aura

515 Aquamarine Blue

520 Lazulite

530 Apatite Blue

540 Kyanite

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

550 Lapis Blue

560 Azurite

570 Benitoite

580 Beryl

590 Malachite

600 Orient Jade

610 Prenite

615 Dunite Green

620 Chlorite

630 Uvite

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

635 Moss Agate

640 Elbaite

650 Zoisite

655 Diopside

660 Serpentine

665 Lime Tourmaline

670 Epidote

680 Peridot

690 Olivine

700 Grey Quartz

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

705 Pumice Grey

710 Celestine

720 Slate Grey

730 Lead Grey

740 Galena Grey

750 Graphite

760 Flint Grey

770 Basalt Grey

800 Pyrite

805 Smokey Quartz

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

810 Copper

820 Tiger’s Eye

830 Rutile Quartz

840 Zircon

850 Brown Citrine

860 Apache Tear

900 Aluminium Grey*

920 Obsidian Black

930 Black Tourmaline

940 Black Onyx

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is
for guidance purposes only.

Whilst every effort has been made to display the colour’s in our
standard range brochure, as accurately as possible, we cannot
guarantee that your monitor’s display of these colour’s will
accurately reflect the colour of the paint upon delivery, as colour’s
may vary depending on your screen settings and resolution. You
are advised to request a colour chart from us to gain a more
accurate colour representation before placing your order. We take
no responsibility for variations in colour, as this document is for
guidance purposes only.
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